
HORSE PROFILES FOR THE NATIONAL HUNT 2017/18 

UPDATE 6 and 7 

REVIEW -  13th November to 25th November 

14th November Worcester 

SONG SAA - ran another solid race here, leading from 2 out and was only headed near the 
finish.  This softer ground was a plus and I would be even happier if he encountered soft or heavy 
ground.  I would also like to see him back on a RH track as record on LH tracks now reads: 1 win 
from 9 starts.

Ideal Conditions - RH track, Class 4 and below: 1011


15th November Ayr 

GOLD OPERA - although the horse finished 4th here he was only just run out of it in the closing 
stages, weakening in the final 100 yds.  He should come on for this run as record when racing 61 
days+ reads: 253P43. Maybe a slight drop in trip would help as well as when racing at 2m5.5f 
record now reads: P3P34.

Ideal Conditions - soft or heavy, 9 runners or less, 11 to 45 days: P14311311


SILVER TASSIE - the horse was outpaced when hitting the 13th and had no chance after.  He is 
struggling off this sort of mark and has now lost all 15 starts when racing of a rating of 131+.


15th November Bangor 

ACTINPIECES - the horse led from 5 out to 2 out and although headed he did rally to finish 
second. His record in Class 2 races and above now reads: 38P263F2 and he has never won in 8 
attempts in fields of 8 runners+.

Ideal Conditions - Class 3 and below, 7 runners or less: 111U1211


STRAIDNAHANNA - led but weakened quickly from 3 out and was tailed off.  His record in 
Class 2 and above now reads: 0 wins from 14 starts.  I will wait for the horse to run at Catterick: 
111.


DUSKY LARK - tracked leader but lost place quickly and was pulled up.  He usually needs his 
first run as record when racing 61 days+ reads: 473286P and in Class 2 races and above: 055P.  I 
am also not convinced he stays this far (3m+: 4P)

Ideal Conditions - Class 3 and below, soft or heavy ground, 26 to 45 days: 116114


16th November Ludlow 

CERNUNNOS - track leaders but soon lost touch from 17th after which he weakened quickly.  
His record in Class 3 and above now reads: 0 wins from 15 starts and when racing off a rating of 
121+; 0 wins from 12 starts. In fields of 8 runners+ record now reads: 0 wins from 12 starts.

Ideal Conditions - -6k races: 211


CAULFIELDS VENTURE - made headway and was only 5 lengths down when falling 2 out.  
This was a promising run and I would like to see him back at Exeter: 11141


THEATRICAL STAR - although struggling after the 5th he did rally and kept on well in the 
closing stages to finish 3rd.  I had the horse down as one to follow in Class 3 and below, 1 to 11 
runners, 8 to 45 days on Fig 8 and RH tracks (5 wins from 9 starts), however I did not take into 
account his poor record on flat or slightly undulating tracks.  So using the above and undulating/
very undulating tracks record reads: 21111.




SPORTING BOY - pushed along from 4 out and although he went 2nd from 3 out and look as 
though he could make a race of it he soon weakened out of contention.

Ideal Conditions - RH track, good or GTS ground, Class 3 and below, 13 runners or less, 45 days 
or less - 118F11414 (25 days or less: 1F1114)


17th November Cheltenham 

DUELLING BANJOS - made headway from the 13th and chased leaders until after the last 
when he weakened up the hill.  He is now 0 from 8 starts in Class 3 races and above and on 
undulating/very undulating tracks: 25328

Ideal Conditions - Class 4 and below, flat tracks: 111


DOITFORTHEVILLAGE - made headway 4 out and travelled well, led 2 out and kept on well up 
the hill to win.

Ideal Conditions - 11 runners or less, LH track - 1113211


EXITAS - tracked leaders and challenged 3 out but he was ridden from the next and could only 
run on at one pace. I wonder if the slightly softer ground did not suit as record on GTS and softer 
now reads: 1 win from 16 starts.  He may also be a little high in the handicap(131+: 0 wins from 7 
starts)

Ideal Conditions - good ground, flat or slightly undulating tracks: 1P5111.


KINGSWELL THEATRE - I am not a lover of Cross Country races and missed this winner 
because of that however this was his first win in Class 2 and above in 9 attempts, however this is 
his time of year as record in November and December reads - 1116311.


17th November Newcastle 

JET MASTER - although he made headway from5 out he was never on terms and I think this 
ground may well have been on the quick side for him as on good/GTF: 1 win from 15 starts.  The 
horse does go well in the spring as in chase races in March and April: 1133.


18th November Cheltenham 

PERFECT CANDIDATE - the horse has never won a race worth more than 20k before this race 
and it maybe that the ground is more important as on soft or heavy he has now won 5 from 13 
starts.

Ideal Conditions - soft or heavy ground, 26 days or less: 1151


LE PREZIEN - had his ground here as on soft or heavy he has won 5 from 9 starts, however I do 
still wonder whether he stays this far as although placed he has yet to win beyond 2m2f.

Ideal Conditions - soft or heavy, 2m2f or less, Grade 2 and below: 112111


PLAISIR DAMOUR - usually needs first run of the season and record when racing 121 days + 
now reads: PP

Ideal Conditions - LH track, 6 to 45 days: 111


18th November Uttoxeter 

SMOOTH STEPPER - although he finished second here I do wonder whether this trip stretches 
his stamina as at 3m+ record now reads: P39574P2046

Ideal Conditions - 2m1f to 2m7.5f, 10 runners or less, -8k races: 411211


BARTON GIFT - lost place 5th but did rally to take a modest 4th.  He has yet to win when rested 
for 121 days+: 5P044.  This may have also been on the short side for him.

Ideal Conditions - 3m5f+, Class 4 and below: 2111




18th November Wetherby 

POKER SCHOOL - was only beaten a neck here which was a superb run considering as he is 
yet to win on a LH track in 14 attempts.

Ideal Conditions - RH track, Class 3 and 4: 21U21111

TWENTY EIGHT GUNS - led 4 out but was headed 2 out and soon had no extra, this was an 
improvement on his first run and this ground was probably a little on the quick side for him.  GTS 
and faster: 0 wins from 10 starts.

Ideal Conditions - soft or heavy ground, 8 runners or less, 21 to 45 days: 254111


19th November Cheltenham 

VANITEUX - not sure if this horse is as good as he was as both his runs for new stable have 
been poor - he is one to avoid at the moment.


19th November Fontwell 

RATHLIN ROSE - good run in 3rd here but I would still like to see hime back on a RH track: 
2111 and in a field of 1 to 7 runners: 1111


AZURE FLY - would like to see the horse back in Class 4 and below (211U1211) as he soon 
weakened from 3 out and was pulled up.


22nd November Chepstow 

FLAMING CHARMER - won well here and the drop in trip did not seem to matter as he made 
most and came clear before 2 out.

Soft/Heavy ground, -10k races, 1 to 25 days, 2m3.5f or less: 61111


24th November Ascot 

THOMAS BROWN - the horse seemed to be unsighted when unseating rider but it was too 
early to say whether he would have been involved.

Ideal Conditions - Class 2 and below: 111121111U


MORNING REGGIE - has never won above Class 3 and struggled again in this class 2 race 
(Class 2+: 0676) The horses record when racing 121 days+ now reads: 5PU36 and may need to 
drop a few pounds (121+: 0 wins from 8 starts)


BRANDON HILL - jumped boldly in front and when joined at 2 out he could only run on at one 
pace. He is one to watch next time out as record when racing 91 days+ reads: 066662.

Ideal Conditions - 2m7.5f+, 16 to 60 days: 11114


MARCILHAC - weakened from 3 out and I still feel he needs softer ground than this

Ideal Conditions - soft or heavy, 7 runners or less, 16 to 25 days: 11


WALK IN THE MILL - this was one that got away as last time it ran I said it was one to watch if 
returning to a RH track and yes he won at 8/1

Ideal Conditions - RH track: 5111


24th November Catterick 

TOTAL ASSETS - is struggling off his current mark (121+: 0 wins from 12 starts) and may prefer 
a slightly less undulating track.

Ideal Conditions - Slightly undulating track, GTS and softer ground, 109 rating or less: 13116121




25th November Ascot 

DOUBLE SHUFFLE - although he finished second here he had no chance with impressive 
winner.  He has yet to win above Class 2 (Listed+: P2P235)

Ideal Conditions - Class 2 and below, 31 to 45 days: 1111


ROYAL REGATTA - he is struggling of his current mark (151+: 3P3PPP) and also in fields of 8 
runners + record now reads: 1 win from 12 starts.  He weakened very quickly here and has been 
pulled up on his last three runs. One to avoid until showing a little more.

SIZING GRANITE - lost place 13th and was soon behind and tailed off, eventually pulled up.  
He has not shown much this season a bit like last season apart form a comfortable win in Ireland. 
He is now 0 from 7 off a rating of 151+.

One to avoid until showing a return to form.


SMAD PLACE - led until the 9th but weakened before 2 out to finish a well beaten 5th.  He is 
horse that tends to do better when carrying less weight.  11-07 or higher: 1 win from 11 starts.

Ideal Conditions - 11.06 or less in a chase race: U1122111


SIRE DE GRUGY - it would seem that age is catching up with this horse.  He weakened badly 
before 3 out to finish last.


QUITE BY CHANCE - the horse was outpaced 2 out but rallied in the closing stages to be 
beaten by only 2 lengths.  He may be best when carrying less weight.

Ideal Conditions - Chase races, RH track, Slightly undulating, 11.09 or less: 1P111122


UPSILON BLEU - jumped well and led from the 8th until been headed and weakening before 
the last. He has never been at his best at this time of year and record April to November now 
reads: 0 wins from 13 starts.

Ideal Conditions- December to March, Class 2 and below, Slightly undulating/undulating track 
that is galloping: 2121511


25th November Haydock 

SELDOM INN - was always behind in this race and he is now 0 from 8 on flat tracks.He has also 
only won 1 from 9 starts on soft or heavy ground.

Ideal Conditions - LH track, slightly undulating, good or GTS: 111321


26th November Uttoxeter 

WOOD YER - on the face of it this was a disappointing run but maybe the horse does not stay 
this far as record when racing at 3m1f+ now reads: 4PP4533P.  I will give him one more chance at 
less that 3m1f.


BEAR RAILS - this was a good run and he was only just touched off in the closing stages and 
would be off interested if returning to the track within 15 days (11)


